
Music 
  
The Fifth Graders at Woodland have worked very hard this semester.  Here are some of the 
things that they have learned in Music. 
Our biggest accomplishment that we had this semester in music was our musical program on 
March 23, 2017, “Happiness.”  Here is a copy of the program from that event: 
 

Try Everything…………………..…Written by: Eriksen, Furler and Hermansen 
Sung by: Shakira 

The concept of form is being shown piece of music by doing different movements with 
each section.  
Hey Ho Nobody Home………….......Attributed to Ravencraft; Written in 1609  

                                                                                   Arranged by Working 
Along with playing the guitar, the students added percussion parts to this round.  
Butterfly……………………………………………..………………….……………….Solomon 
The students added creative movements to this piece of recorder music.  
The Paper Bag Princess………………………….………………..…....Book by Munsch 

Music Written by Imiolo 
The music for this play includes complex rhythms and melodies on the percussion 
instruments.  
Be the Answer…………………………………………..……..…………..……...……..Imiolo 
This inspiring round is accompanied by the barred instruments.  
 
The Fourth and Fifth graders attended the Kalamazoo Symphony Orchestra Youth Concert in 
February of 2017.  The theme of this year’s concert was “Write Your Story.”  
Here are the pieces that were part of the concert: 
Overture to Candide………………………………………………………………….……Bernstein 
Conversations of Beauty and the Beast…………………………………………..………..Ravel 
La Bohéme: Sí, mi chiamano Mími……………………………………………..……..…..Puccini 
Selections from the Firebird Suite………………………….………………....……….Stravinsky  
Make Your Garden Grow from Candide……………………………..….…....…...…... Bernstein 
 
 
The fifth graders took the Selmer Music test in preparation for Middle School.  The results of this 
test are used by the middle school band directors to help determine which instrument the 
student may be best suited for.  The students were also visited by the middle school band, choir 
and orchestra teachers.  These teachers spoke individually with each student and helped them 
make their decisions for sixth grade music classes. 
 
 



The fifth graders have taken two assessments this semester.  The first assessment was on 
individually reading a rhythm that contained quarter notes, quarter rests, beamed eighth notes, 
half notes and whole notes.  The second was a composition assignment which included writing 
four measures of 4/4 time using quarter notes, two beamed eighth notes and half notes as well 
as quarter rests.  This assessment also required that they only use the notes B,A and G.  
 
We have had a great time discovering and learning together. I have really enjoyed teaching 
music to your child. Please feel free to contact me if there are questions regarding the 
curriculum or the district benchmarks. Thank you for this opportunity to work with your child. 
Have a musical summer!  
Michele Helner 
 Music Educator 
323-6610 
mhelner@portageps.org 


